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Let S be a semigroup. An associative ring R is said to be S-graded if
R s [ R is a direct sum of additive subgroups R , s g S, and R R :s s s tsg S
R for all s, t g S.st
The investigation of semigroup-graded rings has been carried out by
many authors including Abrams, Bell, Chanyshev, Chick, Clase, Dascalescu,Æ Æ
del Rio, Gardner, Ignatov, Jespers, Karpilovsky, Kelarev, Krempa, Mc-
Connell, Menini, Munn, Okninski, Plant, Ponizovskii, Puczyøowski, Stalder,Â
Teply, Wauters, and Weissglass.
Many ring constructions are special cases of semigroup-graded rings see
w x .the surveys 11, 17 for details . Therefore semigroup-graded rings can be
applied to the study of other less general constructions, giving new results
for several constructions simultaneously, and unifying theorems obtained
earlier. For example, the exposition of several theorems concerning differ-
w xent constructions in the monograph 12 is based on the results for
semigroup-graded algebras. Other examples of applications are given in
w xthe surveys 11, 14, 17 . Semigroup-graded rings have been successfully
used for solutions of several problems where other constructions turned
 w x.out insufficient see the introduction to the survey 17 .
An important problem in the investigations of semigroup-graded rings is
to explore how properties of the whole ring R s [ R are determinedssg S
by its group-graded subrings R s [ R , where G runs over sub-G ssg G
groups of S. Many results of this sort are known for finiteness conditions,
 w x.nil and radical properties see the references in 14, 16, 17 . For example,
for a large class of semigroups S the Jacobson radical of any S-graded ring
w x R is reduced to the radicals of group-graded subrings R in 13 see alsoG
w x.14, 15 .
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Let D be a radical. A ring R is said to be semisimple or D-semisimple if
 .D R s 0. If D is the Jacobson or the Baer radical, then a D-semisimple
ring is said to be semiprimiti¨ e or semiprime, respectively. Note that a ring
is semiprime if and only if it has no nonzero nilpotent ideals.
The investigation of semisimple semigroup-graded rings was initiated by
w x Weissglass 33 , in the special case where S is a semilattice i.e., a
.commutative semigroup entirely consisting of idempotents and was con-
w x w xtinued by Chick and Gardner 4 , Teply, Turman, and Quesada 30 , and
w xTurman 31 . However, the problem of describing semisimple semigroup-
graded rings turned out to be a very difficult one. Positive results are
 w x. known only for group-graded rings see 12 , semilattice-graded rings see
w x.  w x.4, 30 , and rings graded by Clifford semigroups see 2 . In particular, the
w xmain theorem of 30 tells us that, for every semilattice S, hereditary
radical D , and every S-graded ring R, if all group-graded subrings R areG
D-semisimple, then R is D-semisimple, too.
The aim of this paper is to obtain an analogous result for rings graded
by inverse semigroups. A semigroup S is said to be in¨erse if for every
s g S there exists a unique sy1 g S such that ssy1s s s and sy1ssy1 s sy1.
Inverse semigroups form an important class arising in many interesting
situations and containing all groups, semilattices, and Clifford semigroups
 w x.see 27 . Rings graded by certain inverse semigroups were considered in
w x2, 32 . Semigroup rings of inverse semigroups have been considered in
w x7]10, 18]23, 29 and other papers.
w xLet R s [ R be an S-graded ring. Following 6 , we say that thessg S
grading is faithful if, for any s, t g S and r g R , each of the equalitiess
rR s 0 and R r s 0 implies that r s 0. Examples of faithfully gradedt t
 w x.rings are semigroup crossed products see 26 and semigroup algebras
 w x.see 25 . We shall obtain the following theorem.
THEOREM 1. Let S be an in¨erse semigroup, and let R s [ R be assg S
faithful S-graded ring. Then
 .  .i If all group-graded subrings R are semiprimiti¨ e semiprime forG
 .all maximal subgroups G of S, then R is semiprimiti¨ e semiprime .
 . ii If all group-graded subrings R ha¨e no nonzero nil locallyG
.nilpotent ideals, for all maximal subgroups G of S, then R has no nonzero nil
 .locally nilpotent ideals.
 .iii If all group-graded subrings R ha¨e no nonzero right nil ideals,G
for all maximal subgroups G of S, then R has no nonzero right nil ideals.
This theorem does not extend to arbitrary semigroups. Indeed, if S s
 4a, b is a left zero band, and F a field, then it is well known and routine to
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verify that the Jacobson radical of the semigroup ring FS equals
 4fa y fb N f g F ,
and so FS is not semisimple. However, its subrings Fa and Fb are
semisimple.
The Jacobson, Baer, and Levitzki radicals of a ring R are denoted by
 .  .  . w xJ R , B R , and L R . We refer to 12, 28 for the properties of these
radicals. The Jacobson radical of R is the largest quasi-regular ideal, i.e.,
 .the largest ideal with the property that, for every element x g J R , there
exists y g R such that x q y q xy s 0. The Baer radical of R consists of
all strongly nilpotent elements of R, i.e., elements x with the property
that, for any sequence x , x , . . . defined by x s x, x s x y x for1 2 1 iq1 i i i
i s 1, 2, . . . and some y g R, there exists a positive integer n such thati
x s 0. The Levitzki radical of R is the largest locally nilpotent ideal of R.n
It contains all one-sided locally nilpotent ideals. The long-standing Koethe
problem is whether a ring without nonzero nil ideals has no nonzero
one-sided nil ideals.
For any ring R, denote by R1 the ring obtained by adjoining an identity
to R. Then, for any x g R, the ideal generated by x in R is equal to
R1 xR1.
w xWe refer to 5 for preliminaries on semigroups. Let us first recall a few
definitions.
Let S be a semigroup, and let e be an idempotent of S. Denote by He
 .  .R the H-class respectively, R-class of S containing e. Let G be thee e
largest subgroup of S containing e. Clearly, G is the group of units of eSe.e
Put
 4P s x g eSe N xy s e for some y g eSe .e
Then H s G : P : R and P s R l eSe.e e e e e e
If R s [ R is an S-graded ring, then any element r of R isssg S
uniquely represented as a sum r s  r , where r g R . The support ofsg S s s s
r is the set
 4Supp r s s g S N r / 0 . . s
If S is an inverse semigroup, then every two idempotents of S commute,
 .and so the set E S of idempotents of S is a semilattice. Every semilattice
is a partially ordered set with respect to the natural order defined by the
rule x F y m xy s x.
LEMMA 2. Let S be an in¨erse semigroup and R s [ R a faithfulssg S
S-graded ring. If I is an ideal of R, then there exists an idempotent e g S and
 .  .an element r g I such that e g Supp r : G j eSe _ P .e e
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 .  4Proof. Take any b g I _ 0. Let Supp b s s , . . . , s . Choose a maxi-1 n
 y1 4mal idempotent e in s s N i s 1, . . . , n . Without loss of generality wei i
may assume that e s s sy1. Since R is a faithful S-graded ring, there exist1 1
elements c g R and d g Ry1 such that cb d / 0. Clearly, a s cbd g I.e s s1 1
 .We claim that e g Supp a : eSe.
y1  .  . y1For i s 1, . . . , n, put t s es s . Then Supp a : e Supp b s si i 1 1
 4 y1 y1t , . . . , t . Further, et s t s es s s s s t e for i s 1, . . . , n. Therefore1 n i i i 1 1 1 i
 .Supp a : eSe.
Since a has a nonzero summand cb d which is in R , in order to shows e1
 .that e g Supp a it remains to prove that this summand does not cancel
with other summands cb d of a. To this end it suffices to prove that alls
other summands belong to different homogeneous components of R.
 .y1We'll show that if t s e, then k s 1. Let t s e. Clearly, t s es es .k k k k k
  .y1 4By the choice of e it is maximal in es es N i s 1, . . . , n . Thereforei i
w x y1  .y1Lemma 4 of 20 implies that es s es s s . Hence es s s es es sk 1 1 k k k k
s sy1 s e, which means that e F s sy1. By the maximality of e we get1 1 k k
s sy1 s e. Therefore s s es s s , and so k s 1. Thus cb d g R is ak k k k 1 s e1
 .homogeneous component of a, and so e g Supp a .
  . 4We have shown that the set B s a g I N e g Supp a : eSe is not
empty. It remains to prove that B contains an element a such that
 .  .  . Supp a : G j eSe _ P . Suppose to the contrary that Supp a l P _e e e
.G / B for all a g B. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction.e
<  .  . <Choose b g B such that the positive integer m s Supp b l P _ Ge e
 .  4  .is minimal. Let Supp b s e, x , . . . , x , where n G m and Supp b l1 n
 .  4P _ G s x , . . . , x . Given that R is a faithful S-graded ring, we cane e 1 m
find an element r g R y1 such that br / 0. In order to get a contradictionx1
 .  . <we are going to show that br g B and Supp br l P _ G - m.e e
 .  y1 y1 y14First, we see that Supp br : ex , x x , . . . , x x . Obviously, br g I1 1 1 n 1
since b g I. For i s 1, . . . , n, x xy1 g eSe, because every x is in eSe andi 1 i
y1  .y1 y1 y1 y1 y1x s ex e s ex e g eSe. Further, ex s x / e, x x s e and1 1 1 1 1 1 1
 y1 4since e is the greatest element in x x N i s 1, . . . , n , as in the beginningi i
of the proof we get that x xy1 s e only if i s 1. Therefore the elementi 1
 .  .b r is the homogeneous component br of br. Hence e g Supp br :x e1
eSe, as claimed.
Second, we note that, for any x g eSe, x f P _ G is equivalent toe e
xy1 x s e or xxy1 - e. We shall use this several times.
Suppose that k is a positive integer such that m - k F n. Then x fk
P _ G by the choice of m. Therefore either xy1 x s e or xy1 x - e, ase e k k k k
y1  y1 .y1 y1noted in the preceding paragraph. If x x s e, then x x x x sk k k 1 k 1
 y1 . y1 y1 y1 y1x x x x s x ex s x x s e, and so x x f P _ G as noted1 k k 1 1 1 1 1 k 1 e e
y1 y1 y1 .y1 y1above. If, however, x x - e then x x x x F x x - e, and sok k k 1 k 1 k 1
again x xy1 f P _ G . Further, xy1 s exy1 f P _ G , because x g P _k 1 e e 1 1 e e 1 e
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  ..  .G . It follows that if m s 1, then Supp br l P _ G s B. On thee e e
  ..  .  y1 y14other hand, if m ) 1, then Supp br l P _ G : x x , . . . , x x , ae e 2 1 n 1
<  .  . <set with at most m y 1 elements. Thus Supp br l P _ G - m.e e
We have obtained a contradiction to the minimality of m. It shows that
 .  .Supp a l P _ G s B for some a g B. This completes the proof.e e
LEMMA 3. Let S be an in¨erse semigroup and R s [ R a faithfulssg S
S-graded ring. If I is an ideal of R, then there exists an idempotent e g S and
 .  .an element r g I such that e g e Supp r : G j eSe _ P .e e
 wProof. This is similar to the proof of Lemma 2 see also 23, Lemma 1;
x.20, Lemma 6 , and we omit it.
LEMMA 4. Let S be an in¨erse semigroup, R s [ R an S-gradedssg S
ring, e an idempotent of S, and let G s G , P s P , T s eSe _ P. Supposee e
that x g R and x s x q x . Then, for an arbitrary element y g R ,eSe G T eSe
xy s x y . .G G G
Proof. Put L s P _ G. Clearly, eSe s G j L j T and y s y q y sG L
y . It follows from the definition of T that T is a right ideal in eSe, and soT
x y g R .T T
For any g g G, l g L, there exist gy1 g G, l9 g L such that ggy1 s e,
ll9 s e. Hence gll9gy1 s e, which means that gl g P. If gl g G, then we
would get l s el s gy1 gl g G, because e is an identity of eSe. This
contradiction shows that gl g L. Therefore GL : L and x y g R .G L L
 .  .Similarly, GT : T and x y g R . Thus we get xy s x y , xy sG T T L G L T
 .x y q x y , and xy s x y , as required.T G T G G G
LEMMA 5. Let S be a semigroup, R s [ R an S-graded ring, e anssg S
 .idempotent of S, and let G s G . Suppose that the Jacobson radical J Re
 .  .contains an element r such that e g Supp r : G j eSe _ P . Then r ge e G
 .J R .G
Proof. We shall verify that the right ideal I generated by r in R isG G
quasi-regular. Indeed, take any element x g I. There exists y g R1 suchG
that x s r y.G
 .Consider the element ry g R . Since ry g J R l R and R is aeSe eS eS
 .  .right ideal of R, it follows that ry g J R . Similarly, we get ry g J R ,eS eSe
because R is a left ideal of R . Therefore ry has a right quasi-inverseeSe eS
element z g R , i.e., ry q z q ryz s 0.eSe
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 .Given that y g R , we get Supp ry : G j T , where T s eSe _ P , andG e
 .  .  .  .so ry s ry q ry and ry s r y. Lemma 4 tells us that ryz sG T G G G
 .ry z s r yz . Hence we getG G G G
0 s ry q z q ryz .G
s ry q z q ryz .  .G GG
s r y q z q r yz .G G G G
It means that r generates a quasi-regular right ideal in R . ThereforeG G
r belongs to the Jacobson radical of R .G G
LEMMA 6. Let S be a semigroup, R s [ R an S-graded ring, e anssg S
 .idempotent of S, and let G s G . Suppose that the Baer radical B Re
 .  .contains an element r such that e g Supp r : G j eSe _ P . Then r ge e G
 .B R .G
Proof. It suffices to prove that r is a strongly nilpotent element ofG
R . Take any sequence x , x , . . . g R , where x s r , and x s x y xG 1 2 G 1 G iq1 i i i
for i s 1, 2, . . . and some y g R .i G
Consider an auxiliary sequence r , r . . . g R defined by r s r and1 2 eSe 1
 .r s r y r for i s 1, 2, . . . . Since r g B R , there exists n G 1 such thatiq1 i i i
r s 0.n
Given that y g R , it follows by induction on i that all elements xi G i
 .  .satisfy the following property x s x q x . Therefore Lemma 4i i G i T
 .  .  .  .yields that x s x y x . Since x s r , it follows that x siq1 G i G i i G 1 1 G i
 .  .r for all i ) 0. Therefore x s r s 0 s 0.i G n n G G
Thus r is a strongly nilpotent element of R , and so it belongs to theG G
Baer radical of R .G
LEMMA 7. Let S be a semigroup, R s [ R an S-graded ring, e anssg S
 .idempotent of S, and let G s G . Suppose that the Le¨itzki radical L Re
 .  .contains an element r such that e g Supp r : G j eSe _ P . Then r ge e G
 .L R .G
Proof. Let I be the ideal generated by x s r in R . We are going toG G
prove that I is locally nilpotent. Take any finite set of elements F s
 4x , . . . , x : I.1 m
For i s 1, . . . , m, there exist a , b g R1 such that x s a xb . Consideri i G i i i
 4the elements r s a rb , where i s 1, . . . , m, and put Q s r , . . . , r .i i i 1 m
 .  . nGiven that r g L R we see that Q : L R , and so Q s 0 for some
positive integer n.
We claim that F n s 0. Indeed, pick any elements y , . . . , y g F. Clearly,1 n
 .r s x for i s 1, . . . , m. Hence there exist z , . . . , z g Q such thati G i 1 n
 .y s z for all i.i i G
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Since z s z q z for every z g Q, Lemma 4 implies thatG T
y ??? y s z ??? z .  .1 n 1 nG G
s z ??? z .1 n G
s 0 s 0.G
Thus I is locally nilpotent, which completes the proof.
LEMMA 8. Let S be a semigroup, R s [ R an S-graded ring, e anssg S
idempotent of S, and let G s G . Suppose that I is a nil ideal of R and r ane
 .  .element of I such that e g Supp r : G j eSe _ P . Then r generates ae e G
nil ideal in R .G
Proof. Denote by N the ideal generated by r in R . We claim that NG G
is a nil ideal. Indeed, take any element x g N. There exist a, b g R1 suchG
that x s ar b.G
 .  .  .Given that a, b g R , we get x s arb and arb s arb q arb .G G G T
w . xn w .n xHence Lemma 4 implies that arb s arb for all positive integersG G
 .n nn. Since arb g I, we see that arb s 0 for some n. Therefore x s
nw . xarb s 0. Thus N is a nil ideal, as claimed.G
LEMMA 9. Let S be a semigroup, R s [ R an S-graded ring, e anssg S
idempotent of S, and let G s G . Let I be a right nil ideal of R and let r be ane
 .  .element of I such that e g e Supp r : G j eSe _ P . Suppose that theree e
 .  .exist t g P and a g R such that e g Supp ar . Then ar s ar generatese t G G
a nil right ideal in R .G
Proof. Denote by N the right ideal generated by r in R . Take anyG G
1  .x g N. There exists b g R such that x s ar b. As above x s rb andG G G
 .  .  .nrb s rb q rb . Since rb g I, we see that arb s 0 for some n.G T
n w . xn w .n xTherefore x s rb s rb s 0 by Lemma 4. Thus N is a nil rightG G
ideal.
 .Proof of Theorem 1. i Suppose to the contrary that R is not
 .semiprimitive not semiprime . Lemma 2 tells us that there exists an
 .   ..idempotent e g S and an element r g J R respectively, r g B R such
 .  .  .that e g Supp r : G j eSe _ P . Put G s G . By Lemma 5 Lemma 6e e e
 .   ..  .r g J R r g B R . Since e g Supp r , we get r / 0. This contra-G G G G G
 .dicts the semiprimitivity semiprimeness of R .G
 . ii Similarly, suppose that R has a nonzero nil ideal locally nilpo-
.  .  .tent ideal I. Lemma 2 shows that e g Supp r : G j eSe _ P , fore e
 . some e g E S and r g I. Hence r / 0. By Lemma 8 respectively,G
.  .Lemma 7 r generates a nonzero nil locally nilpotent ideal in R , aG G
contradiction.
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 .iii Suppose that R has a nonzero right nil ideal I. Lemma 3 shows
 .  .  .that e g e Supp r : G j eSe _ P , for some e g E S and r g I. Bye e
the non-degeneracy there exists a homogeneous element a g R such thate
 .e g Supp ar . Lemma 9 tells us that ar generates a nonzero right nilG
ideal in R . This contradiction completes our proof.G
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